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Measuring Functions
The extended measuring functions of the VISIONREPORT inspection software are described below. You can call up these functions in the dia-
logue via the „Tools“ menu when creating an event. The extended measuring functions help you to log and also determine diagnoses concerning 
damage points in the pipe quickly and directly.

Prerequisites for use of the measuring functions

Certain operating modes as provided as a precondition so that you can use the extended measuring functions:

 - The operating mode must be in the general project.
 - A catalogue must be selected in the current project.
 - All necessary data is already entered in the current event.
 - The crack width measurement is only possible if a camera with integral laser system is connected to the system.
 - The pipe diameter in which you are presently operating must be entered in the current section.

NOTE!
If the preconditions for the measuring functions are not fulfi lled, either no measurements can be performed or the measured values 
can have signifi cant deviations from the actual value. Make sure that your system is set exactly.
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Overview of the Measuring Functions

You can perform the following measurements using the VISIONREPORT inspection software:

Measure cracks
You can measure cracks here using the camera’s integral laser.

Measure water level
You can measure the level of the water in the pipe here.

Measure bend
You can measure the radius, angle and rotation of a bend here.

Measure branch
You can measure the diameter, angle, rotation and distance of a branch here.

Measure pipe wall object
You can measure an object that is located on the curved pipe wall here. For example: deposit, depression, longitudinal crack.

Measure cross-section object
You can measure an object that is located on the cross section level / cylinder level of the pipe here. For example: tree root penetration, object 
in the pipe.
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Principle of the measuring function

You always have to follow the same principle when measuring the various sizes. First, you must set the virtual pipe projected by the measuring 
software with its reference lines to your real pipe congruently. This reference target is the basis so that the measuring lines of the measurements 
output the exact reference and hence the correct measuring result. The measuring lines are then calibrated in the next step. In this way, the correct 
values of the option to be measured are calculated or can be read off.

Scheme Referencing Real pipe / Virtual pipe
To ensure that the measuring function has a correct reference to the pipe to be inspected, this must be referenced. The following scheme shows 
the procedure for this. The aim of the setting is to shift the virtual pipe with its setting lines visually congruently to the real pipe. The virtual pipe 
provides the measuring reference for the inspected pipe diameter (setting in the current position). 

Real Pipe

Coupling

Virtual Pipe
(measuring reference)

Move and
scale the
Virtual Pipe

Setting Line1

Seting Line 2

Congruence of
Real and Virtual Pipe
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Real view of the virtual settings lines in the video view

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BRANCH:
Diameter:  100.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 7.00°
Distance: 20.00mm

Set measuring lines scheme
If the real pipe has been referenced, the measuring lines for the measuring functions can now be positioned. The relevant measuring lines are 
supplemented and positioned for the setting lines of the real pipe for this. The following schemes show the individual measuring lines of the 
measuring functions.  

Measuring line: Pipe Bend

Measuring line: Pipe Branch

Measuring lines: Water Level

Measuring lines: Pipe Wall Object

Measuring lines: Cross Section Object

Setting line 1
Virtual Pipe

Video Real view

Setting line 2
Virtual Pipe

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BEND:
Radius:  51.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 90.00°

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BRANCH:
Diameter:  100.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 7.00°
Distance: 20.00mm
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Measuring line: Pipe Bend

Measuring line: Pipe Branch

Measuring lines: Water Level

Measuring lines: Pipe Wall Object

Measuring lines: Cross Section Object

All measuring and setting lines can be set both using the joysticks and via the L1-L5 and R1-R5 buttons.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

WATER LEVEL:
Start:  12.75mm
End: 12.10mm
Rotation: 0.00°

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE WALL OBJECT:
Grid Unit:  5.00mm
Distance: 3.46mm
Rotation: 188.00° 
Length: 15.00mm
Arc length: 15.00mm

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

CROSS SECTION OBJECT:
Grid Unit:  5.00mm
Distance: 7.00mm
Rotation: 15.00°

Video Real view
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Basic setting functions

Joysticks
The setting and measuring lines can be calibrated with the joysticks. 

Doubling the setting speed
If you press on a joystick, the speed of the setting movement will double in the relevant direction.

Function noT available

  This symbol indicates that no function is available in this direction.
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Buttons
Certain functions are identical in all measurements in order to make control clear and easy for your inspection. This includes the options of individu-
ally setting the setting and measuring lines as well as fonts or adjusting the 3D grid unit and its lines. Buttons are activated by pressing them and 
deactivated by pressing them again.

Set color scheme         
This function allows you to adjust the setting and measuring lines as well as texts to your inspection environment
in terms of color.

Settings          
This function allows you to set the 3D grid for the 3-dimensional visualization of the pipe
and load an inspection image, which you can then measure.

Close view          
You can quit the respective dialogue and return to the main overview,
or return to the event with this function.

Direct entry referencing virtual pipe / real pipe     
This button is used to skip directly to the referencing default settings.
This button is available in all measurements, as it forms the basis of every measurement.

Direct entry branch measurement       
This button is used to skip directly to the branch measurement.

Direct entry bend measurement       
This button is used to skip directly to the bend measurement.

Direct entry water level measurement       
This button is used to skip directly to the water level measurement.

Direct entry pipe wall object measurement      
This button is used to skip directly to the wall object measurement.

Direct entry cross-section object measurement     
This button is used to skip directly to the cross-section object measurement.
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Measured Values Display

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BEND:
Radius:  51.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 90.00°

There are two areas of the measuring display in the relevant video view. One display shows the values of the real pipe. The other display shows the 
measured values of the relevant measurement. The display of the measured values can be moved in the screen by simply dragging and dropping. 
Only the display in whose setting you are currently located can be moved here. 

A list of the measuring variables of the relevant measurement or the basic setting can be found in the following descriptions.

Measured values 
of the relevant 
measurement

3D Grid
Real Pipe
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Settings
           
The settings area provided in every measuring option lets you show and set a virtual 3D grid for visualization
of the pipe course. You can also load an inspection image which you can also use to perform a subsequent measurement.

The Settings function is called up by pressing the button and hidden again of you press the button again.

Increase 3D grid lines         
A virtual 3D grid is created between the relevant start and end lines. The division of the grid lines is increased
by pressing this button.

Decrease 3D grid lines         
A virtual 3D grid is created between the relevant start and end lines. The division of the grid lines is decreased 
by pressing this button.

Measure image file         
You can also measure an inspection image from a previous inspection as an alternative to measuring the current inspection. 
By pressing the button, you can load an image from the image directory, which is then positioned over the current 
video image.

NOTE!
A correct measurement of an image file is only possible if the loaded inspection has the same position properties as the current 
settings.
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Set color scheme
           
The color settings provided in every measuring option let you set the colours of the relevant setting or measuring lines 
and the text.

The Set Color Scheme function is called up by pressing the button and hidden again if you press the button a second time.

Color selection         
Select the color of the relevant measuring or setting lines depending on your inspection environment.

The following colors are available:
 - blue
 - green
 - red
 - yellow
 - white
 - transparent

Hide lines          
If you wish to hide the measuring or setting lines, select the color “transparent”.
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Measured value description

The following table contains a complete overview of the individual measured values and a description of the measurements on which these values 
are based.

Real Pipe

Diameter Diameter of the pipe to be inspected

Length Distance setting line 1 / setting line 2

Rotation Rotation of the setting lines around the pipe axis

Measure water level

Water Level Distance invert / water surface

Start Water level for setting line 1

End Water level for setting line 2

Rotation Rotation of the measuring lines around the pipe axis

Measure bend

Radius Radius of the neutral axis of the bend

Angle Angle between setting line 2 / measuring line 1

Rotation Rotation of the bend around the pipe axis

Measure branch

Diameter Diameter of the branched pipe

Angle Branch angle

Rotation Rotation of the branch around the pipe axis

Distance Distance setting line 1 / intersection of center axis branch and pipe wall of real pipe
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Measure pipe wall object

Grid Unit Grid spacing of the 3D wire grid

Distance Axial distance setting line 1 / measuring line 1

Rotation Rotation angle of the 3D wire grid around the center axis of the real pipe

Length Length of the 3D wire grid in the pipe axis direction

Arc Length Arc length of the 3D wire grid on the pipe wall

Measure cross-section object

Grid Unit Grid spacing of the 3D wire grid

Distance Axial distance setting line 1 / measuring line 1

Rotation Rotation angle of the 3D wire grid around the center axis of the real pipe
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Reference real pipe

You must pre-calibrate the pipe to be measured or reference the measuring software to this pipe as a basis for the following measurements. This 
presetting is the basic condition for all further measurements. Ensure as exact an alignment as possible here, as all further measurements depend 
on this setting.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

• Center the first setting line using the left joystick (1)
• Scale and shift the overall position of the first setting line with the L1/R1 buttons (2)  
  until the setting line circle is congruent with the first pipe coupling.
• Use the L3/R3 buttons to set the distance between the first setting line and the second setting line (3).   
  This variable describes the length of the pipe section.
• Center the first setting line using the right joystick (4).

Carry out the work steps (1)/(2) and (3)/(4) alternately iterating in order to position all setting lines precisely congruently.
• Use the L2/R2 buttons to set the rotation of the pipe or the rotation angle of the measuring object.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BEND:
Radius:  51.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 90.00°
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Measure cracks

If you have connected a camera with an integrated laser to your system, you can use it for crack measurement.
• You can change the brightness of the laser using the buttons 100%, 75%, 50% and OFF.

Two crosshairs are overlayed onto the camera picture. Move the centers of the crosshairs to the positions where the laser points are displayed.
• Select MARK LASER POINTS to calibrate the measurement system.

After that you can move the crosshairs around freely in the camera picture. On the top right of the screen the distance between both points is 
shown. If necessary you can also change the position of the elevator in this dialog, you can also control the camera light or the camera zoom in 
this dialog.

• Using the button COLOR and the expanding menu you can select the color of the crosshairs in order to get a better contrast between 
  foreground and background. If you choose to include the measurement into a photo, the same color will be used.
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Measure water level

This function allows you to measure the water level in the pipe.

WATER LEVEL:
Start:  12.75mm
End: 12.10mm
Rotation: 0.00°

Measuring line 1

Measuring line 2

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

• Set the height of the first measuring line using the left joystick or the L2 /L3 buttons to the water level height (1).
• Rotate measuring line 1 congruently with the water level line using the L1/R1 buttons.
• Set the height of the first measuring line using the right joystick or the R2 /R3 buttons to the water level height (2).

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

WATER LEVEL:
Start:  12.75mm
End: 12.10mm
Rotation: 0.00°
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Measure bend

This function allows you to define and measure a bend of the pipe to be inspected. To be able to use this function, you must be able to see a 
visible edge/coupling in the bend over the course of pipe via the camera view. All settings influence the visible location and position of measuring 
line 1 in this view. It is helpful to show the virtual 3D grid for this measurement. As a further aid, half the pipe diameter is preset as the arc radius 
of the bend as standard.

R R

R

R

PIPE BEND:
Radius:  51.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 90.00°

Measuring line 1

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

• Define the arc radius of the bend using the left joystick or the L2/R2 buttons.
• Define the bend angle or the rotation using the right joystick or the L1/R1 buttons.
• Define the bend angle of the coupling line/measuring line 1 using the right joystick or the L3/R3 buttons. 

Carry out the work steps alternately iterating in order to position the measuring line precisely congruently.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BEND:
Radius:  51.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 90.00°
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Measure branch

This function allows you to define and measure a branch of the pipe to be inspected. All settings influence the visual location and position of 
measuring line 1 in this view. 

PIPE BRANCH:
Diameter:  100.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 7.00°
Distance: 20.00mm

Measuring line 1

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

Distance

• Define the diameter of the branch using the left joystick or the L3/R3 buttons.
• Define the rotation using the right joystick or the L2/R2 buttons.
• Move the position of the branch on the main pipe axis using the right joystick or the L1/R1 buttons.
• Set the branch angle of the branch pipe using the left joystick. 

Carry out the work steps iterating alternately in order to position the measuring line precisely congruently.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE BRANCH:
Diameter:  100.00mm
Angle: 45.00°
Rotation: 7.00°
Distance: 20.00mm
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Measure object on pipe wall

This function allows you to determine and measure objects located on the pipe wall. A virtual measuring grid is projected optically on the pipe 
wall for this. You can then determine the dimensions of objects on the pipe wall via the spacing of the measuring grid. The measuring grid must 
be positioned fully over the pipe wall object for the measurements. Examples of these measurements are the dimension determinations of longi-
tudinal cracks or depressions on the pipe wall.

PIPE-WALL OBJECT:
Grid Unit:  5.00mm
Distance: 3.46mm
Rotation: 188.00° 
Length: 15.00mm
Arc Length: 15.00mm

Measuring lines 1

Measuring lines 2

Object
Width

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

Distance

• Use the left joystick (vertical deflection) to determine measuring lines 1, i.e. the length of the grid unit in the direction of the pipe axis.
• Use the left joystick (horizontal deflection) to determine measuring lines 2, i.e. the length of the grid unit on the pipe circumference.
• Use the right joystick (vertical deflection) or the L1/R1 buttons to move the grid unit on the pipe axis.
• Use the right joystick (horizontal deflection) or the L2/R2 buttons to move the grid unit on the pipe circumference.
• Scale the grid unit using the L3/R3 buttons. 

NOTE!
You can determine the exact dimensions of the deformation or the damage point via the projected grid unit. You can read or convert 
the values using the scale shown in the display.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

PIPE WALL OBJECT:
Grid Unit:  5.00mm
Distance: 3.46mm
Rotation: 188.00° 
Length: 15.00mm
Arc length: 15.00mm

Sample calculation:
Object width = 3 grid units
i.e. 3 units x 5mm
Result:
Object width = 15mm
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Measure object on the cross-section

This function allows you to determine and measure objects located in the cross-section area of the pipe to be inspected. A virtual measuring grid 
is projected optically on the cross-section level for this. You can then determine the dimensions of objects via the spacing of the measuring grid. 
Examples of these measurements are tree root penetrations or coupling offsets.

CROSS-SECTION OBJECT:
Grid Unit:  5.00mm
Distance: 7.00mm
Rotation: 15.00°

Measuring line 1

Object
Width

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

Distance

 
• Use the right joystick (vertical deflection) or the L1/R1 buttons to determine the position of measuring line 1 in the direction of the 
  pipe axis.
• Use the right joystick (horizontal deflection) or the L2/R2 buttons to determine the rotation of measuring line 1.
• Scale the grid unit using the left joystick or the L3/R3 buttons.

NOTE!
You can determine the exact dimensions of the deformation or the damage point via the projected grid unit. You can read or convert 
the values using the scale shown in the display.

REAL PIPE:
Diameter:  150.00mm
Length: 105.50mm
Rotation: 2.80°

CROSS SECTION OBJECT:
Grid Unit:  5.00mm
Distance: 7.00mm
Rotation: 15.00°

Sample calculation:
Object width = 2 grid units
i.e. 2 units x 5mm
Result:
Object width = 10mm
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